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An analytical expression is derived for time-harmonic calculations of the near-field pressure
produced by a circular piston. The near-field pressure is described by an efficient integral that
eliminates redundant calculations and subtracts the singularity, which in turn reduces the
computation time and the peak numerical error. The resulting single integral expression is then
combined with an approach that divides the computational grid into sectors that are separated by
straight lines. The integral is computed with Gauss quadrature in each sector, and the number of
Gauss abscissas in each sector is determined by a linear mapping function that prevents large errors
from occurring in the axial region. By dividing the near-field region into 10 sectors, the raw
computation time is reduced by nearly a factor of 2 for each expression evaluated in this grid. The
grid sectoring approach is most effective when the computation time is reduced without increasing
the peak error, and this is consistently accomplished with the efficient integral formulation. Of the
four single integral expressions evaluated with grid sectoring, the efficient formulation that
eliminates redundant calculations and subtracts the singularity demonstrates the smallest
computation time for a specified value of the maximum error. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1687835#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The impulse response of a circular piston1–3 defines a
linear input–output relationship of a single transducer wit
closed-form single integral expression. This expression
plicitly summarizes the temporal and spatial characteris
of a particular transducer geometry in a framework tha
convenient for pulsed and time-harmonic acoustic field co
putations. These computations ordinarily assume that the
locity profile across the surface of the transducer is spati
uniform, although certain other models permit some rad
variation in the velocity profile.4,5 The impulse response i
primarily used for pulsed mode calculations in the near-fi
region; however, this model is also suitable for tim
harmonic pressure calculations in the near field.

Two other equivalent single integral expressions are
scribed by Archer-Hallet al.6 and Hutchinset al.7 specifi-
cally for time-harmonic near-field calculations of the pre
sure generated by a circular piston. The expression
Archer-Hall et al.6 applies a cylindrical coordinate syste
with a movable origin2 to the solution of the Kirchhoff inte-
gral. These geometric manipulations convert a double in
gral into a simplified single integral. A similar expressio
derived by Hutchinset al.7 computes the velocity potentia
for a circular piston driven by a sinusoidal excitation. T

a!Electronic mail: mcgough@egr.msu.edu
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velocity potential is expressed as a double integral cont
ing Bessel functions, and this result is simplified using Ha
kel transform tables. The resulting single integral expressi7

is closely related to the result of Archer-Hallet al.6 Although
these single integral expressions are all analytically equ
lent, the numerical properties of these expressions are q
different. The single integral expressions of Archer-H
et al.6 and Hutchinset al.7 are particularly amenable to ce
tain numerical improvements.

After three single integral expressions for time-harmo
near-field pressures produced by a circular piston are bri
reviewed, an efficient single integral expression is deriv
from the results of Archer-Hallet al.6 and Hutchinset al.7 A
sector-based technique for spatially varying the number
Gauss abscissas applied to each integral is also introdu
Results of near-field beam patterns produced by each exp
sion are then compared for a fixed number of Gauss abs
sas. All four expressions are evaluated and compared w
grid sectoring technique that varies the number of Gauss
scissas as the spatial grid coordinates change. The re
show that the peak errors increase significantly when
impulse response and the expression derived in Archer-
et al.6 are evaluated with grid sectoring. The peak errors
crease over a limited range of values if the single integ
expression of Hutchinset al.7 is computed with grid sector
ing. These numerical problems are avoided altogether
near-field calculations that combine the efficient express
15(5)/1942/13/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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and grid sectoring. The efficient formulation, which com
bines the best features of the Archer-Hallet al.6 and Hutch-
ins et al.7 expressions, achieves the smallest peak error
the shortest time for calculations in a single sector. For n
field calculations evaluated in multiple sectors, the effici
single integral expression also demonstrates the sma
computation time for a specified value of the peak error.

II. SINGLE INTEGRAL EXPRESSIONS

The impulse response for a circular piston,1–3 defined
here ash(r ,z;t), is a function of temporal and spatial param
eters. The impulse response of a circular piston is also ap
cable to time-harmonic pressure calculations once the F
rier transform, H(r ,z;k)5F$h(r ,z;t)%, is evaluated. The
Fourier transform of the impulse response is related to
steady-state pressurep generated by a circular piston accor
ing to

p~r ,z;k!52 j vrvej vtH~r ,z;k!, ~1!

wherev is the excitation frequency in radians per secondr
is the density of the medium,v is a constant normal velocity
evaluated at the surface of the circular piston,k is the wave
number, andt is the elapsed time. As indicated in Eq.~1!,
H(r ,z;k) is directly proportional to the pressure distributio
and all of the spatial variations in the pressure field are r
resented by the expressionH(r ,z;k). Therefore, the quantity
H(r ,z;k) is computed in the analysis that follows. The re
tionship between each computed pressure field and the
cular piston is shown in Fig. 1, where the center of the c
cular piston is the origin of the cylindrical coordinates (r ,z),
and the positivez direction is coincident with the normal a
the center of the circular piston. In Eq.~1!, the Fourier trans-
form of the impulse responseH is represented as a functio
of the wave numberk5v/c, which is implicitly related to
the excitation frequencyf 5v/(2p). This notation simplifies
the following expressions forH, which is computed for a
circular piston with several analytically equivalent but n
merically dissimilar single integral expressions.

A. Oberhettinger, 1 Stepanishen, 2 and Lockwood and
Willette 3

In pressure field calculations for pulsed excitations,
impulse response is convolved with a temporally depend
excitation function, and therefore the corresponding con

FIG. 1. Definition of coordinate axes for acoustic field calculations. T
origin ~O! of the coordinate system is defined as the intersection betwee
z andr axes in a cylindrical coordinate system. Thez axis is coincident with
the piston normal, and individual field coordinates are indicated by the
(r 0 ,z0). The radius of the circular piston is designated bya, the extent of
the field calculation in the radial direction is 1.5a, and the extent of the
computed field in the axial direction isa2/l. These are the same coordinat
used by Zemanek~Ref. 8! and Lockwood and Willette~Ref. 3! for calcula-
tions of pressure fields generated by circular pistons.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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lution integral is necessarily evaluated with respect to
time variable. For a sinusoidal excitations, however, dista
is a more convenient variable. Therefore, the notation
scribing the time limits in Lockwood and Willette3 is adapted
to distance limits here. The distance values required for t
harmonic pressure field calculations using the impulse
sponse are

b15z,

b25Az21~r 2a!2, ~2!

b35Az21~r 1a!2.

These limits are then applied to the Fourier transform of
impulse response,

H1~r ,z;k!5H ~e2 jkz2e2 jkAz21a2
!/~ jk !, r 50

I 11~e2 jkz2e2 jkb2!/~ jk !, 0,r ,a

I 1 , r>a

,

~3!

where the integralI 1 is defined as

I 15
1

p E
b2

b3
cos21H b22z21r 22a2

2rAb22z2 J e2 jkbdb. ~4!

These expressions, which describe the pressure field
duced by a sinusoidal excitation, are valid at all grid coor
nates wherezzo. Equations~3! and~4! are obtained from the
impulse response presented in Oberhettinger,1 Stepanishen,2

and Lockwood and Willette3 after the change of variablet
5b/c is applied, wherec represents the speed of sound.

B. Archer-Hall et al. 6

An equivalent expression for Eq.~3!, which applies the
coordinate geometry suggested by Stepanishen2 to the inte-
gral of the time-harmonic Green’s function evaluated ov
the face of a circular piston, is derived in Archer-Hallet al.6

This expression is presented in condensed form7 as

H2~r ,z;k!5
a

jkp
I 21

1

jk
e2 jkzH 1, r ,a

1

2
, r 5a

0, r .a,

~5!

whereI 2 is the integral expression defined by

I 25E
0

p ~r cosc2a!

r 21a222ar cosc
e2 jkAr 21a222ar cosc1z2

dc.

~6!

In Eq. ~5!, only the (1/jk)e2 jkz term is multiplied by 1,
1/2, or 0, depending on the location of the radial coordin
r relative to the edge of the piston. The integralI 2 is evalu-
ated numerically in all off-axis locations. Atr 50, the cosc
contributions disappear from Eq.~6!, and the resulting value
of I 2 is 2(p/a)exp(2jkAa21z2). This result is exactly
equal to the corresponding on-axis term in Eq.~3!.

he

ir
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C. Hutchins et al. 7

Another analytically equivalent expression is deriv
from a Green’s function approach7 that generates a doubl
integral containing Bessel functions. This result is simplifi
using Hankel transform tables, which produces

H3~r ,z;k!5
a

j 2pk E2p

p a2re2 j c

a21r 222ar cosc

3~e2 jkz2e2 jkAr 21a222ar cosc1z2
!dc. ~7!

As noted in Hutchinset al.,7 the ratio (a2re2 j c)/(a21r 2

22ar cosc) in Eq. ~7! is analytically equivalent to (a
2rej c)21. Of these two choices, the former is preferred
numerical calculations in languages~such as C! that fail to
provide explicit compiler support for complex arithmetic.

III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

Several techniques improve the numerical performa
of these single integral expressions for the Fourier transf
of the impulse response evaluated for a circular piston. So
of these techniques are applicable to all of the formulatio
and others are only applicable to specific expressions. E
integral is evaluated with Gauss quadrature, and normal
errors are computed for each result.

A. Efficient formulation

Although H2 and H3 are analytically equivalent, eac
expression possesses unique numerical properties. By c
bining the best numerical features ofH2 andH3 , an efficient
single integral formulation with improved numerical perfo
mance is obtained. The derivation of the efficient express
begins either withH2 or H3 , and each converges to the sam
result, yielding a fourth equivalent single integral express
for the Fourier transform of the impulse response.

One derivation begins with the expressions forH2 and
I 2 in Eqs.~5! and~6!, respectively. The integralI 2 contains a
numerical singularity that is encountered wheneverr'a and
c'0, and this singularity is responsible for increasing t
numerical errors in all spatial locations wherer'a. The nu-
merical errors increase whenever a very small number in
denominator of the integrand inI 2 is divided into a much
larger number in the numerator. Although division by zero
avoided either with a simplified expression for the integra
or with the selection of a numerical integration method t
excludes the end points of the interval~such as Gauss
quadrature!, increased numerical errors are guaranteed w
the Archer-Hallet al.6 expressions forH2 and I 2 in all loca-
tions wherer'a. The numerical problems are eliminated b
subtracting a singularity9 from the exponential term in the
numerator ofI 2 . The required terme2 jkz is obtained from a
series expansion and then subtracted from the complex

ponential terme2 jkAr 21a222ar cosc1z2
in I 2 . The resulting

expression, which instead divides a small number by a sm
number whenr'a andc'0 and therefore reduces the err
where r'a, is retained for numerical calculations. Th
same term is also added to the complex exponential term
1944 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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I 2 and evaluated analytically. The analytical result exac
cancels the term on the far right-hand side ofH2 in Eq. ~5!,
yielding the efficient formulation

H4~r ,z;k!5
a

jkp E
0

p r cosc2a

r 21a222ar cosc

3~e2 jkAr 21a222ar cosc1z2
2e2 jkz!dc. ~8!

The same result is also obtained fromH3 through ma-
nipulations which are very similar to those presented
Hutchinset al.7 in a derivation that equatesH3 andH2 . That
derivation eliminates thee2 jkz term from the integrand;
however, this term is retained here because subtracting
singularity reduces the error in all locations wherer'a. The
first step in this derivation notes that the real part of the ra
g5(a2re2 j c)/(r 21a222ar cosc) in H3 is an even func-
tion. Likewise, the imaginary part ofg is an odd function
with respect toc for all values ofa andr. Furthermore, both
the real and the imaginary parts of the differen

(e2 jkAr 21a222ar cosc1z2
2e2jkz) in H3 are even functions with

respect toc for all values ofa, r, andz. The integral with
respect toc of the imaginary part ofg ~an odd function!
multiplied by the difference between the two complex exp
nential functions~an even function!, evaluated from2p to
p, is equal to zero. Thus, the imaginary part ofg is elimi-
nated. The second step notes that the integral with respe
c of the real part ofg ~an even function! multiplied by the
difference between the two complex exponential functio
~an even function!, evaluated from2p to p, is equal to twice
the integral of the same expression from 0 top. The result of
these manipulations again yields the efficient expressionH4

in Eq. ~8!. Although the expressionsH2 , H3 , and H4 are
similar in appearance, the numerical performance of e
expression is quite different, especially when grid sector
schemes are defined for numerical integration.

B. Grid sectoring

In each of the expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 , the
spatial distribution of the numerical error is nonunifor
when the integrand is evaluated with a constant numbe
abscissas in all field locations. This suggests that the i
grand is oversampled in some regions and undersample
others. Increasing the number of abscissas in regions w
the error is large and decreasing the number of abscissa
regions where the error is small improves the efficiency
near-field pressure calculations. This result is ordinarily
companied by a reduction in the computation time.

Grid sectoring, when applied to certain integral form
lations, reduces the time required for pressure field calc
tions without increasing the maximum numerical error. Th
approach divides the computational grid in Fig. 1 into se
tors, and the number of abscissas utilized in the numer
evaluation of the integral expression forH(r ,z;k) is deter-
mined by the sector in which a particular grid point is l
cated. Grid sectoring only maintains the maximum er
value for integral expressions that avoid numerical singul
ties.
McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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A similar multirate sampling scheme in Orofino an
Pedersen10 defines regions based on contours that are
tracted from the argument of the exponential term inI 1 . This
scheme, expressed here in terms of the parameters req
for time-harmonic calculations using the impulse respon
notes that the argument ofe2 jkb in Eq. ~4!, evaluated from
b2 to b3, ranges fromkA(r 2a)21z2 to kA(r 1a)21z2.
The extent of this range is thenkA(r 1a)21z2

2kA(r 2a)21z2, and a proportional number of abscissasN
is specified according to

N5
C

l
~A~r 1a!21z22A~r 2a!21z2!, ~9!

wherel is the wavelength andC is a scale factor.
The grid sectoring approach employed here impro

the multirate scheme of Orofino and Pedersen10 by replacing
curved contour boundaries with sectors defined by stra
lines. The expression for the linear sector boundaries is
rived from

N'
C2ar

lAr 21z2
, ~10!

which is an asymptotic approximation to Eq.~9!. Equation
~10! is obtained after a binomial expansion is evaluated
both square root terms in Eq.~9!. The approximationr 2

1z2@a2 is applied to the result. In Eq.~10!, the spatially
varying termr /Ar 21z2, is exactly equal to sinu in the co-
ordinate system of Fig. 1. Constant values ofu, which are
indicated by straight lines emanating from the center of
circular piston, and are measured with respect to the pis
normal define sector boundaries between successive va
of N. Incremental changes inN are therefore related tou
through the sin21 function. Likewise, tanu5r/z in Fig. 1, so
the boundaries between adjacent sectors are expressed

r /z5tanS sin21H i 21

nl21J D for i 51 to nl . ~11!

Equation~11! evaluates the argument of sin21 at equal incre-
ments of the range of (r ,z) pairs considered, and the boun
aries thus defined are a series ofnl lines which divide the
computational grid in Fig. 1 intons5nl21 sectors.

Figure 2 contains a comparison of the contours indica
by Eq. ~9! and the sectors specified by Eq.~11!. The solid
lines are evaluated according to Eq.~11! for ns510 sectors.
In Fig. 2, two of thenl511 solid lines are coincident with
the r andz axes, and therefore only 9 of the solid lines a
apparent. The solid lines are asymptotically related to th
contours indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2. These c
tours, which are computed directly from Eq.~9!, are equally
spaced over the range of values generated by Eq.~9!. In Fig.
2, the solid lines from Eq.~11! are consistently closer to th
z axis than the corresponding dashed contours from Eq.~9!.
This increases the size of the regions that require the m
abscissas, which in turn reduces the errors near the bo
aries between adjacent sectors. Also, Eq.~11! is more con-
venient than Eq.~9! for numerical calculations performed o
a rectilinear grid. Intersections between grid lines and
lines defined in Eq.~11! are easily converted into limits de
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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fined for loop constructs, both for aligned and rotated g
orientations with respect to the piston source.

The numerical error is also reduced by increasing
number of abscissas in the axial region. Equations~9! and
~10! underestimate the number of abscissas required for n
field pressure calculations in the axial region, which mo
vates the construction of an expression that specifically
creases the number of abscissas in the sectors neares
piston normal. This is achieved with a linear mapping fun
tion

M5
Nmax~12S!

ns21
~ i 2ns!1Nmax for i 51 to ns ,

~12!

whereSP@0,1# is a scale factor,Nmax is the specified larges
number of Gauss abscissas,ns is the total number of sector
defined by Eq.~11!, andM is the number of abscissas in th
ith sector. With Eq.~12!, the number of abscissas in eac
sector ranges from a minimum value ofNmaxS to a maximum
value ofNmax. For a piston with radiusa55l, S50.3 is an
appropriate value for calculations withns510 sectors. Like-
wise, the number of sectorsns defined in the near-field re
gion typically ranges from 5 to 15, depending on the value
S as well as the piston and grid geometry.

C. Gauss quadrature

The Gauss quadrature rule11 evaluates the integrals in
Eqs. ~3!, ~5!, ~7!, and ~8!. Gauss quadrature achieves low
errors than the trapezoidal rule, Simpson’s rule, and ot
standard numerical integration schemes using the same n
ber of abscissas. For results normalized to a specified m
mum error value, Gauss quadrature is generally faster t
other numerical integration methods, including adapt
methods~e.g., Romberg integration, etc.! which sometimes

FIG. 2. Equation~11! predicts the asymptotic behavior of Eq.~9! for a
circular piston with radiusa55l. Here, the solid lines define the asymp
totes indicated by Eq.~11! for nl511 straight lines dividing the computa
tional grid intons510 separate sectors. Two of the lines are coincident w
the z and r axes, respectively, so only 9 straight lines are evident. T
asymptotes are superposed over a contour plot of Eq.~9! evaluated for the
same piston radius. The dashed lines show where 9 equally spaced con
are located in the same computational grid. The solid lines obtained f
Eq. ~11!, which are easier to compute than the dashed contours, defin
efficient grid sectoring scheme for pressure field calculations.
1945McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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fail to converge for impulse response calculations wh
r'a. The Gauss quadrature rule is defined according to
descriptions given by Davis and Rabinowitz11 and Abro-
mowitz and Stegun.12 The Gauss rule computes the abscis
gi and weightswi of theN point Gauss–Legendre integratio
rule for the interval@21,1#, and the abscissas are then co
verted by a linear mapping function12 defined for an arbitrary
input interval@amin ,amax# according to

a i5
amax2amin

2
gi1

amax1amin

2
, ~13!

where the Gauss weightswi are multiplied by the scala
quantity (amax2amin)/2. In Eq. ~13!, the pair @amin ,amax#
represents@Az21(r 2a)2,Az21(r 1a)2# for evaluations of
H1 in Eq. ~3!, @amin ,amax# represents@0,p# for H2 andH4 in
Eqs. ~5! and ~8!, respectively, and@amin ,amax# represents
@2p,p# for H3 in Eq. ~7!.

D. Error calculations

The numerical errorh(r ,z) in the computed acousti
field is defined here as the normalized absolute value of
difference between a specific beam pattern and a sep
reference beam pattern. The spatial distribution of the erro
represented by

h~r ,z!5
uH~r ,z!2H ref~r ,z!u

maxr ,zuH ref~r ,z!u
~14!

and the maximum error is defined as

hmax5
maxr ,zuH~r ,z!2H ref~r ,z!u

maxr ,zuH ref~r ,z!u
. ~15!

In Eqs.~14! and~15!, H ref(r ,z) represents the referenc
beam pattern, andH(r ,z) describes the Fourier transform o
the impulse response that is compared to the reference fi
Although these expressions implicitly depend on the wa
numberk, the wave number is constant in all of the calcu
tions that follow, so only the spatial coordinates are includ
Here, H(r ,z) is interchangeable with the pressure distrib
tion p(r ,z) since all results are normalized and the lead
constant terms in Eq.~1! cancel in the numerator and de
nominator of Eqs.~14! and ~15!. The scalar normalization
factor in both equations prevents division by zero and avo
exaggerating differences where the field amplitudes are r
tively small. The resulting spatial variations in the err
h(r ,z) are presented in mesh plots where peak values i
cate the presence of possible numerical singularities.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

All simulations routines were written in the C program
ming language. The simulations were performed on a gen
800 MHz Pentium III personal computer running the R
Hat Linux 7.1 operating system. On this computer, all sim
lations were run sequentially, and outside processes w
limited to maintain similar load conditions at all times. Th
compiler switches were set to a standard level of optimi
tion for all expressions and then left alone. No other optim
zation settings were examined.
1946 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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A. Reference beam pattern

An example of a simulated beam pattern generated b
circular piston is presented in Fig. 3. The radius of the c
cular piston isa55l, which is the same value used in Fig.
of Lockwood and Willette,3 Fig. 2~b! in Hutchinset al.,7 and
Fig. 6 in Zemanek.8 In Fig. 3, the acoustic field is evaluate
in the half-plane bounded by the liner 50 in one direction
and the linez50 in the other direction. This figure, whic
evaluates the impulse response expressionH1 at every field
coordinate with 80 000-point Gauss quadrature, is the re
ence beam pattern for all error calculations. Larger ma
mum normalized differences are encountered if fewer Ga
abscissas are applied toH1 , whereas the maximum norma
ized difference never exceedshmax510213 as the number of
Gauss abscissas increases aboveM580 000. In addition, the
results of the other three equations evaluated with 80 0
point Gauss quadrature are indistinguishable from Fig.
The expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 generate solutions tha
are within at mosthmax510213 of one another at all points in
the simulated field presented in Fig. 3, which indicates t
all four expressions converge to the same result if the p
sure field is computed with 80 000 or more Gauss abscis

B. Errors and times for a single sector „n sÄ1…

The convergence ofH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 is established
with 80 000 Gauss abscissas; however, acceptable t
harmonic calculations of the near-field pressure are obta
with a smaller number of Gauss abscissas. This is dem
strated in Fig. 4, which displays the peak error valueshmax

computed for a circular piston witha55l using all four
single integral expression expressions. For each value plo
in Fig. 4, the entire near-field pressure distribution is co
puted with the same number of Gauss abscissas at each
coordinate, and peak error values are calculated with
~15!. In Fig. 4, near-field calculations are repeated for ea
of the expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 , and for each ex-

FIG. 3. Simulated acoustic field generated when 80 000-point Ga
quadrature is applied to the impulse response calculation described in
~3! and represented byH1 . The wavelength of the acoustic excitation
equal tol, and the radius of the circular piston isa55l. The spatial axes
are normalized in the radial direction with respect to the piston radiusa and
in the axial direction with respect toa2/l. This simulation result is the
reference for all subsequent error calculations in Figs. 4, 6, and 8–11.
McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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pression, the entire near field is computed with one Ga
abscissa, then two Gauss abscissas, and so on up to 200
resulting peak errorshmax are then plotted for calculation
performed in a single sector (ns51) as a function of the
number of Gauss abscissas applied toH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 .

Figure 4 shows that, for a given number of Gauss
scissas, the efficient formulationH4 ~solid line! produces the
smallest peak errorshmax overall. The peak errors are re
duced relative toH1 , H2 , and H3 because a singularity i
subtracted from the numerator inH4 and because the limit
of integration are selected such that all redundancies
eliminated from the integral expression inH4 . If the near-
field pressure distribution is computed with a constant nu
ber of Gauss abscissas at all grid points as in Fig. 4, the p
errors obtained with the Archer-Hallet al.6 formulation H2

~dashed line! are likewise relatively small. This result sug
gests that, for computations using a constant numbe
Gauss abscissas, the errors produced by the singularity iH2

are dominated by errors in other locations. In this case,
largest error values are encountered in locations wh
u5sin21(r/Ar 21z2) is large. However, if the region near th
radiating surface of the piston is excluded, the largest e
values occur whereverr'a as a result of the singularity. In
Fig. 4, the peak errors obtained with the Hutchinset al.7

formulationH3 ~dot dash! are consistently larger than thos
obtained withH2 andH4 becauseH3 doubles the range ove
which the integrand is evaluated. The integral inH3 is evalu-
ated over the range@2p,p#, but the integrand is an eve
function, so the abscissas within the interval@2p,0# are re-
dundant. This redundancy increases the error relative toH4

and H2 becauseH3 samples the integrand half as ofte

FIG. 4. A comparison of the peak normalized errorshmax obtained from
beam patterns computed withH1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 and evaluated for a
constant number of Gauss abscissas in a single sector. Each beam pa
computed for a circular source with radiusa55l. The errors are computed
relative to the reference in Fig. 3. The efficient formulationH4 ~solid line!
generally produces the smallest peak errorshmax, and the peak errors ob
tained with the Archer-Hallet al. ~Ref. 6! formulationH2 ~dashed line! are
very similar if the same number of Gauss abscissas are applied acros
entire computational grid. Likewise, the peak errors obtained with
Hutchinset al. ~Ref. 7! formulation H3 ~dot dash! are consistently larger
than those obtained withH2 andH4 . The errors obtained with the impuls
responseH1 ~dotted line! are similar to those achieved with the efficie
methodH4 over a very small range of values, although for most values,
peak errorshmax are largest with the impulse responseH1 .
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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within the range@0,p#. Figure 4 also demonstrates that th
errors obtained with the impulse responseH1 ~dotted line!
are similar to those achieved with the efficient methodH4

over a very small range of values. However, the peak er
hmax are larger with the impulse responseH1 than any of the
other single integral expressions for most values. The er
produced by the impulse response are the result of a r
change in the impulse response wherer'a.

Figure 5 illustrates the computation times, plotted a
function of the number of Gauss abscissas, that are ass
ated with the peak errors depicted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, t
same number of Gauss abscissas are applied throughou
entire pressure field for calculations using the expressi
H1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 , and the computation times are me
sured for each pressure field distribution. Figure 5 sho
that, if the number of Gauss abscissas remains cons
throughout the computational grid depicted in Fig. 1,H2 and
H4 compute near-field pressure distributions in the shor
times by almost a factor of 3. This result evaluates only
raw computation times for the same number of Gauss abs
sas without considering the peak errorhmax. In Fig. 5, the
Hutchinset al.7 formulationH3 is somewhat slower becaus
of the additional complex term in the numerator of Eq.~7!.
Nevertheless, the expressionsH2 , H3 , andH4 are all nearly
three times faster than the impulse response solutionH1 for
the a55l circular source and computational grid evaluat
here. The impulse responseH1 is slower than the other ex
pressions in part because of the additional time required
compute the inverse trigonometric function in Eq.~4! and in
part because the other three expressions exploit the va
that are repeated within the limits of integration and the
tegrand.

If the computation times in Fig. 5 are normalized wi

rn is

the
e

e

FIG. 5. A comparison of measured computation times for beam patt
calculated with a constant number of Gauss abscissas using the expre
H1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 . As in Fig. 4, each beam pattern is computed on t
same spatial grid as Fig. 3 for a piston with radiusa55l. A single sector
that covers the entire computational grid in Fig. 1 is defined for these c
putations. A comparison of the raw computation times indicates that, for
same number of Gauss abscissas, the times required to compute the pr
field using the expressions inH2 , H3 , and H4 are roughly the same, al
thoughH3 ~dot dash! is somewhat slower because of the additional comp
term in the numerator of Eq.~7!. Likewise, for the source geometry an
computational grid evaluated here, the expressionsH2 , H3 , andH4 are all
nearly three times faster than the impulse response solutionH1 ~dotted line!.
1947McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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respect to the peak error values in Fig. 4, the resulting red
tion in computation time achieved by the efficient formu
tion H4 depends on the value of the specified peak va
hmax. This normalized value, evaluated in a single sector t
encompasses the entire computational grid depicted in Fi
compares the numerical performance ofH4 with that of the
other single integral expressionsH1 , H2 , andH3 and sum-
marizes the result with a single number. For example,
efficient formulationH4 first achieves a peak error valu
below 10% in Fig. 4 with 19 Gauss abscissas, and the
pulse responseH1 first reaches a peak error less than 10%
the same figure with 20 Gauss abscissas. The computa
time for the efficient formulationH4 using 19 Gauss abscis
sas withns51 is then divided into the computation time fo
the impulse response using 20 Gauss abscissas withns51,
and the result indicates that the efficient method inH4 is 3.2
times faster than the impulse responseH1 for a specified
peak error value of 10%. For the same specified peak e
H2 and H4 are computed in roughly the same time (H2 is
marginally faster!, whereasH4 is 1.7 times faster thanH3 .
Similarly, for a peak error value of 1%,H4 is 2.5 times faster
thanH1 , H4 is roughly the same speed asH2 (H2 is again
marginally faster!, andH4 is again 1.7 times faster thanH3 .
Finally, for a peak error value of 0.1%,H4 is 3.6 times faster
than H1 , H4 is roughly the same speed asH2 , and H4 is
once again 1.7 times faster thanH3 . These ratios are specifi
to the grid and source geometry considered here, and
changes in the size of the piston or the extent of the com

FIG. 6. A comparison of the maximum normalized errorshmax for beam
patterns computed withH1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 and the grid sectoring ap
proach defined in Eqs.~11! and~12! with ns510 sectors. Each beam patte
is computed for a piston radiusa55l and compared to the reference bea
pattern in Fig. 3. Peak error valueshmax are plotted as a function of the
maximum number of Gauss abscissasNmax. The number of Gauss absciss
M in each sector varies according to Eqs.~11! and ~12! so thatM ranges
from 0.3Nmax to Nmax across 10 sectors. Relative to the errors computed
Fig. 4 for single sector (ns51), the peak errorshmax are maintained when
grid sectoring withns510 is combined with the efficient formulationH4

~solid line!. For the same combination of input values, grid sectoring co
bined withH3 ~dot dash! generally results in unchanged peak error valu
outside of the range 60>Nmax>40. Forns510 andNmax.20, a noticeable
increase in the peak errorhmax is indicated for sectored results compute
with the impulse responseH1 ~dotted line!, and the peak errorshmax com-
puted withH2 ~dashed line! increase dramatically.
1948 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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tational grid are expected to modify all of the calculat
values.

C. Errors and times for multiple sectors „n sÄ10…

The results of the grid sectoring strategy outlined in E
~11! and~12!, applied to a piston witha55l andns510, are
summarized in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 contains the p
computed errors forH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 , and Fig. 7 dis-
plays the corresponding computation times. Figure 6 sho
that, with 10 sectors defined, the efficient formulationH4

~solid line! again achieves the smallest peak errorshmax

overall. The peak errors computed for 10 sectors withH4 in
Fig. 6, compared to the peak errors computed w
~ns51! in Fig. 4, are virtually unchanged for all values o
Nmax. Thus, grid sectoring successfully maintains the pe
error value forH4 by applying the largest number of Gau
abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston face an
incrementally smaller number of Gauss abscissas in suc
sive sectors. ForH4 and the remaining single integral expre
sions, the peak errorshmax obtained with the maximum num
ber of Gauss abscissas in Fig. 6 are compared to the p
errorshmax obtained with a constant number of Gauss abs
sas in Fig. 4. With respect to the single sector (ns51) results
presented in Fig. 4 for the same source and grid geome
grid sectoring results withns510 applied toH3 ~dot dash!
generally produce the same peak error valueshmax for all
values ofNmax except 60>Nmax>40. In contrast, the impulse
responseH1 ~dotted line! evaluated inns510 sectors in-
creases the peak errorshmax by a factor of 2 or more for all
values ofNmax.20. Furthermore, the peak errorshmax com-
puted for the Archer-Hallet al.6 formulationH2 increase by
several orders of magnitude for values ofns510 and

n

-

FIG. 7. A comparison of computation times for beam patterns calcula
with H1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 combined with the grid sectoring approac
defined in Eqs.~11! and ~12! and plotted as a function of the maximum
number of Gauss abscissasNmax. Each beam pattern is computed for
piston radiusa55l on the same spatial grid as the reference in Fig. 3. T
number of Gauss abscissasM in an individual sector ranges from 0.3Nmax to
Nmax across thens510 sectors indicated in Fig. 2. The axes are the same
in Fig. 5, so grid sectoring achieves roughly a factor of 2 reduction in
raw computation time for each integral formulation evaluated on this co
putational grid. Since grid sectoring reduces the computation time for e
integral expression by nearly a factor of 2,H2 , H3 , and H4 are again
approximately three times faster than the impulse response solutionH1 .
McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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Nmax.20. With ns510, the peak error values inH1 andH2

are significantly increased, whereasH3 and the efficient for-
mulation H4 maintain similar or equal peak error value
respectively.

Figure 7 shows that, for a circular piston witha55l
evaluated on the grid depicted in Fig. 1, grid sectoring w
ns510 applied toH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 cuts the raw com-
putation time in half. The times in Fig. 7 correspond to t
errors in Fig. 6, where the values illustrated in these t
figures are obtained from the same set of calculations. In
7, the grid and source geometries are the same as in prev
figures, and the measured times in Fig. 7 are plotted on
same axes as Fig. 5 for purposes of comparison. The m
sured times for each expression in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 7
linearly proportional to the number of Gauss abscissas
the maximum number of Gauss abscissas, respectively. A
Fig. 5, the time required to compute pressure fields with
expressionsH2 , H3 , andH4 is reduced by almost a factor o
3 in Fig. 7 relative to time required for impulse respon
calculations withH1 .

If the computation times in Fig. 7 are normalized wi
respect to the peak error values in Fig. 6, the reduction
computation time achieved by the efficient formulationH4

again depends on the value of the specified peak valuehmax.
This normalized value, evaluated forns510, compares the
numerical performance ofH4 with that of the other single
integral expressionsH1 , H2 , and H3 and summarizes the
result for grid sectoring with a single number. For examp
the efficient formulationH4 initially achieves a peak erro
value below 10% in Fig. 6 whereNmax519, and the impulse
responseH1 first reaches a peak error less than 10% in
same figure whereNmax520. The computation time for the
efficient formulationH4 with ns510 andNmax519 is then
divided into the computation time for the impulse respon
H1 with ns510 andNmax520, and the result indicates tha
the efficient method inH4 is 3.1 times faster than the im
pulse responseH1 for a specified peak error value of 10%
For the same specified peak error,H2 andH4 are computed
in roughly the same time~now with H4 marginally faster!,
whereasH4 is 1.7 times faster thanH3 . For a peak error
value of 1%,H4 is 2.4 times faster thanH1 , H4 is 1.7 times
faster thanH2 (H4 andH2 are no longer similar!, andH4 is
again 1.7 times faster thanH3 . Finally, for a peak error value
of 0.1%, H4 is 4.7 times faster thanH1 , H4 is 2.1 times
faster thanH2 , and H4 is 1.7 times faster thanH3 . Once
again, these values are for a specific grid and source ge
etry, and any modifications in the grid or source are expec
to change these computed values.

These normalized computation times show that, if g
sectoring is applied, the efficient formulationH4 computes
the near-field distribution more quickly than any of the oth
single integral expressions. This result is expected, since
peak errors and the computation times are smallest with
efficient formulation, both for results computed in a sing
sector ~Figs. 4 and 5! and in 10 sectors~Figs. 6 and 7!.
However, the relationship between the peak errors comp
with H4 and H2 changes dramatically with 10 sectors, a
for peak errors of 1% and smaller, the normalized compu
tion time required for the Archer-Hallet al.6 expressionH2
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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acutally increases withns510. Thus, grid sectoring is no
recommended for pressure field calculations withH2 that
require errors less than 1%, although grid sectoring redu
the normalized computation time for all of the other expre
sions (H1 , H3 , andH4).

D. Spatial distribution of the error

If a single sector (ns51) is defined for near-field pres
sure calculations, the spatial distribution of the errorh(r ,z)
changes for each single integral expression as the numb
Gauss abscissas is increased. Initially, the largest errors
increasingly concentrated away from the piston normal a
toward the piston face~whereu5sin21$r/Ar 21z2% is larg-
est! until the complex exponential terms in each integra
are adequately sampled. For a circular piston witha55l
evaluated across the range of coordinate values depicte
Fig. 1, the large errors adjacent to the piston face disappe
near-field pressures are evaluated with 20 or more Ga
abscissas are applied toH1 , H2 , andH4 and if more than 30
Gauss abscissas are applied toH3 . When H1 and H2 are
evaluated with additional Gauss abscissas, numerical sin
larities appear in locations wherer'a. Examples of the spa
tial distribution of the errorh(r ,z) for a single sector~not
shown! are easily obtained for each of the single integ
expressions inH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 .

Illustrations of h(r ,z) evaluated in multiple sector
(ns510) are demonstrated in Figs. 8–11. These figures s
that the expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 produce four dis-
tinct error distributions and that grid sectoring wi
Nmax550 has a different effect on each expression. In Fi
8–11, the error distribution in the sector adjacent to the p
ton face is the same as that obtained ifNmax550 is applied
throughout the computational grid. The error distributions
the remaining sectors differ from those obtained withNmax

550 because the number of Gauss abscissas decreas
successive sectors. The error distributionsh(r ,z) in Figs.
8–10 demonstrate that the peak valueshmax for H1 , H2 , and
H3 are located in sectors away from the piston face, wh
indicates that these three expressions increase the peak
value relative to that obtained whenNmax Gauss abscissas ar
applied throughout the entire grid. If the peak error val
hmax occurs in the sector adjacent to the piston face~where
Nmax Gauss abscissas are applied! as in Fig. 11, then the pea
error value is the same as that obtained whenNmax Gauss
abscissas are applied throughout the entire grid. In this
ample,H4 maintains the peak error with values ofns510
and Nmax550, while the expressionsH1 , H2 , and H3 in-
crease the peak error with the same parameters.

In Fig. 8, the normalized errorh(r ,z) is computed for
the impulse responseH1 evaluated withns510 sectors and
Nmax550 Gauss abscissas for a circular piston with rad
a55l. Figure 8 contains an example of the numerical s
gularity produced by the impulse response which appe
adjacent to the liner /a51. This singularity is observed wel
beyond the grid boundaries depicted in these figures.
numerical artifact in this region is caused by the slope of
cos21$(b22z21r22a2)/(2rAb22z2)% term in the impulse re-
sponseH1 , which is infinite at the values forb2 and b3
1949McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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specified in Eq.~2!. These infinite slopes are encountered
calculations of the impulse response at all grid coordina
and the errors near liner /a51 are amplified by other rapid
changes that are caused by the cos21 term in I 1 . In Fig. 8,
the errors caused by the singularity grow larger as the va
of z increases, and several discrete jumps are evident a
the line r /a51. These jumps, which appear at the sec
boundaries defined by Eq.~11!, occur as the number o
Gauss abscissas applied within each sector decreases. In
sequent sectors encountered as thez coordinate increase
along the liner /a51, the errors rise rapidly at each sect
boundary, then decay until the next sector boundary
reached. This pattern is repeated in subsequent sectors
error distribution in Fig. 8 suggests that additional Gau
abscissas are required nearr /a51, whereas grid sectoring
reduces the number of Gauss abscissas with increasingz val-
ues in this location. Grid sectoring nevertheless reduces
normalized computation time for the impulse responseH1

evaluated on the computational grid in Fig. 1, though
improvements diminish for values ofNmax.20.

Figure 9 depicts the error distributionh(r ,z) computed
for the Archer-Hallet al.6 expressionH2 with ns510 sectors
andNmax550 Gauss abscissas. Figure 9 contains an exam
of h(r ,z) calculated withH2 for a circular piston with radius
a55l where the error increases along the liner /a51 asz
coordinate moves away from the face of the piston. T
error distribution, which produces larger errors as the nu
ber of samples is reduced by grid sectoring, is the resul
the numerical singularity inH2 . The singularity originates in
I 2 , where the denominator of the integrand in Eq.~6! ap-
proaches zero as the value ofr approachesa. As with the

FIG. 8. Normalized difference between the reference beam pattern in F
and the results of the impulse responseH1 evaluated with grid sectoring a
defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12!. For this simulation, the near-field region i
divided intons510 sectors, and the scale factorsC55 andS50.3 specify
the largest and smallest number of abscissas as 50 and 15, respectivel
integrand is evaluated with the largest number of Gauss abscissas i
sector adjacent to the piston face and the smallest number of Gauss a
sas in the sector adjacent to the piston normal. When these values ar
plied to H1 for a circular piston with radiusa55l, the maximum normal-
ized error ishmax58.3331024 relative to the reference in Fig. 3. As th
number of Gauss abscissas decreases in each sector evaluated along
r /a51, the computed numerical error grows larger with increasing value
z. Numerical errors are encountered along the liner /a51 because of the
large slopes produced by the cos21 term in the impulse response.
1950 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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impulse responseH1 , the numerical error computed with th
expressionH2 jumps at each sector boundary encounte
alongr /a51 asz increases, suggesting thatH2 requires ad-
ditional abscissas in this location. However, grid sector
reduces the number of Gauss abscissas in each subse
sector, and the errors computed withH2 increase wherer
'a. As a result, the singularity inH2 limits the effectiveness
of grid sectoring in Fig. 1, especially for values ofNmax

.20.
Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution ofh(r ,z) for

the Hutchinset al.7 expressionH3 with ns510 sectors and
Nmax550 Gauss abscissas. Unlike the error distributions p
sented in Figs. 8 and 9 forH1 and H2 , respectively, the
errors depicted in Fig. 10 for a circular source witha55l
demonstrate thatH3 eliminates the singularity along the lin
r /a51. However, as the value ofz increases in successiv
sectors and as the number of Gauss abscissas is ther
reduced, the peak value of the error observed in each se
gradually rises at first until a maximum value is reached a
then slowly diminishes. This error distribution indicates th
the linear mapping defined forns510 sectors in Eq.~12!
underestimates the number of Gauss abscissas require
calculations withH3 within intermediate sectors, particularl
for values of 60>Nmax>40. Outside of this range of value
for Nmax, where the exact range of values forNmax is a
function of the source and grid parameters, the peak er
consistently decrease from one sector to the next asz in-
creases. Although Fig. 10 indicates that, for certain para
eters,H3 increases the numerical error obtained with g
sectoring, the overall numerical performance ofH3 is im-
proved by subtracting the singularity and eliminating the n
merical problems along the liner /a51.

. 3

The
the
cis-
ap-

line
f

FIG. 9. Normalized difference between the reference beam pattern in F
and the results of the Archer-Hallet al. ~Ref. 6! formula H2 evaluated with
grid sectoring as defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12!. For this simulation, the
near-field region is divided intons510 sectors, and the scale factorsC55
andS50.3 specify the largest and smallest number of abscissas as 50
15, respectively. The integrand is evaluated with the largest numbe
Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston face and the sm
number of Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston normal.
these values are applied toH2 for a circular piston with radiusa55l, the
maximum normalized error ishmax56.6331023 relative to the reference in
Fig. 3. The errors shown here grow substantially larger with increasinz
near the liner /a51. These errors are produced by a numerical singularity
H2 .
McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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Figure 11 contains the distribution of computed er
valuesh(r ,z) for the efficient formulationH4 evaluated with
ns510 andNmax550. Figure 11 shows that, for this comb
nation of values evaluated on the grid in Fig. 1, the err
obtained withH4 are substantially smaller than those pr
duced byH1 , H2 , andH3 in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, respectively
In Fig. 11, the computed errors are confined to a small reg
wherez'0 andr'a. Although some errors remain after th
numerical singularity ofH2 shown in Fig. 9 is removed in
H4 , the remaining errors in Fig. 11 are insignificant. Lik
wise, by selecting limits of integration that remove all redu
dant function evaluations, the efficient formulation al
avoids the numerical problems illustrated in Fig. 10. Figu
11 shows that, althoughns510 sectors are defined forH4 ,
the sector boundaries observed in previous mesh plots
not present. The sector boundaries disappear from the pl
h(r ,z) whenever the errors in subsequent sectors are sig
cantly smaller than the errors in the sector adjacent to
circular source. Thus, for grid sectoring defined withns

510 andNmax550, the efficient formulationH4 maintains
the same peak error value obtained when 50 Gauss absc
are applied throughout the computational grid. A comparis
of Figs. 4 and 6 indicates that the efficient expressionH4

maintains the same peak error for all values ofNmax.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Single sector

The single integral expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 are
all analytically equivalent; however, the numerical propert

FIG. 10. Normalized difference between the reference beam pattern in
3 and the results of the Hutchinset al. ~Ref. 7! formula H3 evaluated with
grid sectoring as defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12!. In this simulation, the
near-field region is divided intons510 sectors, and the scale factorsC55
andS50.3 specify the largest and smallest number of abscissas as 50
15, respectively. The integrand is evaluated with the largest numbe
Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston face and the sm
number of Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston normal.
these values are applied toH3 for a circular piston with radiusa55l, the
maximum normalized error ishmax53.6731024 relative to the reference in
Fig. 3. Similar to the result in Fig. 8, the sectoring strategy increases
maximum error value somewhat relative to the peak value obtained if
results are evaluated with 50 Gauss abscissas throughout the field; how
no singularity is present along the liner /a51 because a singularity is sub
tracted within the integrand ofH3 .
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of each vary widely. For computations that define a sin
sector (ns51) so that the number of Gauss abscissas
mains constant across the entire computational grid,
Archer-Hall et al.6 expressionH2 and the efficient expres
sionH4 produce pressure fields with approximately the sa
peak errors in roughly the same amount of time. This res
is restricted to near-field pressures calculated in the grid
picted in Fig. 1. For other grid geometries that include poi
with r'a and exclude the region near the surface of
circular piston, the peak error obtained withH2 increases
relative to that obtained withH4 . Therefore, the normalized
computation time forH2 evaluated in a single sector is ap
proximately the same as that for the efficient formulationH4

only in certain circumstances. The normalized computat
times forH4 are consistently less than or equal to those
H2 , so the overall numerical performance ofH4 is superior
to that of H2 , even for calculations performed within
single sector.

As indicated in Figs. 4 and 5, the efficient formulatio
H4 consistently produces smaller errors in less time than
Hutchinset al.7 expressionH3 . The normalized computation
times, which condense these results into a single value, s
that H4 is 1.7 times faster thanH3 for specified errors of
10%, 1%, and 0.1%, where the exact value of this ratio v
ies as a function of the grid and source geometry. For ca
lations in a single sector,H3 consistently requires more tim
thanH4 to achieve a specified peak error. This is due to
additional term in the numerator of Eq.~7!, which increases
the raw computation time, and the duplicated values in
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FIG. 11. Normalized difference between the reference beam pattern in
3 and the results of the numerically efficient formulationH4 evaluated with
grid sectoring as defined by Eqs.~11! and ~12!. In this simulation, the
near-field region is divided intons510 sectors, and the scale factorsC55
andS50.3 specify the largest and smallest number of abscissas as 50
15, respectively. The integrand is evaluated with the largest numbe
Gauss abscissas in the sector next to the piston face and the smallest n
of Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston normal. When
values are applied toH4 for a circular piston with radiusa55l, the maxi-
mum normalized error ishmax53.2031027 relative to the reference in Fig
3. As in Fig. 10, and in contrast to the results shown in Figs. 8–10,
sectoring strategy maintains a maximum error that is the same as tha
tained if 50 Gauss abscissas are applied to all points in the field. The m
mum error value is maintained because the limits of integration are m
mized and a singularity is subtracted fromH4 .
1951McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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integrand, which increase the error relative to that obtai
with H4 .

Figure 5 also shows that, for pressure field calculatio
performed in a single sector that covers the entire grid in F
1, the computation times measured with the impulse
sponseH1 are significantly larger than those time than tho
obtained with the same number of Gauss abscissas appli
the efficient formulationH4 . Although the peak errors pro
duced byH1 are slightly smaller than those generated byH4

if the number of Gauss abscissas falls within a certain
stricted range, comparisons of normalized computation tim
demonstrate that the efficient formulationH4 is consistently
faster than the impulse responseH1 . In calculations per-
formed on a 61 by 101 point grid,H4 is 3.1, 2.4, and 4.7
times faster thanH1 for peak error values of 10%, 1%, an
0.1%, respectively. In computational grids that contain
larger number of points, the efficient formulationH4 is even
faster relative toH1 because calculations involving commo
terms in Eq.~8! are exploited in even more locations.

The impulse responseH1 consistently requires mor
time for pressure field calculations than the other three sin
integral formulations because the values for the limits of
tegrationb2 andb3 are constantly changing and because
only expression repeated inI 1 is (b22z2). By computing
new values forb2 andb3 at every new value ofr andz, the
computational overhead is increased relative to that requ
for H2 , H3 , andH4 . In contrast, the other three single int
gral expressions compute the limits of integration once
then repeatedly apply the result at every point in the com
tational grid.H2 , H3 , andH4 also share some other repeat
expressions that are very similar. These three single inte
formulations, which all include integrals that are evalua
with respect toc, contain the termr 21a222ar cosc in
both the denominator and an exponent of the integrand. T
term is independent of thez coordinate and is therefore com
puted once for each value ofr and then applied repeatedly
eachz value that shares the same radial coordinate. Simila
H2 , H3 , andH4 each contain ratios of terms that are stric
functions ofr, a, andc and therefore independent ofz. These
expressions are also evaluated once for each value ofr and
then applied repeatedly at eachz coordinate. In addition, the
value ofe2 jkz is calculated once for eachz coordinate in the
grid and then applied throughout the computational g
wherever thatz value is encountered. Even without the
time-saving measures, pressure field calculations are c
pleted more quickly withH2 , H3 , and H4 than with the
impulse responseH1 because of the extra time required
compute the inverse cosine function. These improveme
apply equally to computations with a single sector and co
putations with multiple sectors, as demonstrated by the c
sistent relationships between computation times dem
strated in Figs. 5 and 7.

B. Multiple sectors

In pressure fields computed with multiple sectors,
Archer-Hallet al.6 expressionH2 produces larger errors tha
the efficient formulationH4 . This is clearly demonstrated i
a comparison of the peak errorshmax depicted in Fig. 6. For
calculations withNmax.20 andns510 in a 61 by 101 point
1952 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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grid, the peak errors computed withH2 are several orders o
magnitude greater than those computed withH4 . Although
the specific error values change with the number of sec
and the value ofNmax, the peak errors produced byH2 are
consistently larger than those obtained withH4 whenever the
pressure field is sampled nearr /a51. In this region, the
errors grow larger as the sampling of the integrand is redu
because of the singularity inH2 , andH4 avoids these errors
by subtracting the singularity in Eq.~8!. The results indicate
thatH2 andH4 achieve an error of 10% in approximately th
same amount of time; however, this result only applies to
grid geometry in Fig. 1. Other grid geometries that evalu
the pressure at some distance from the surface of the circ
piston show thatH4 is faster thanH2 unless values nea
r /a51 are avoided completely. The ratios of normaliz
computation times corresponding to peak errors of 1%
0.1% measured for the same grid show thatH4 is 1.7 and 2.1
times faster thanH2 , respectively. These values also depe
on the grid and source geometry. Relative to results co
puted with a single sector (ns51) defined for the entire grid
in Fig. 1, the normalized computation time forH2 actually
increases withns510 sectors for specified peak errors le
than or equal to 0.1%. This result indicates that grid sec
ing applied toH2 , by reducing the number of Gauss absc
sas in sectors away from the face of the circular piston, sh
samples away from locations where a singularity domina
the peak error values. Grid sectoring therefore is prima
applicable either to grid coordinates that avoid the singul
ties or integral formulations that eliminate singularities in
coordinate locations.

A comparison between the expressionH3 derived by
Hutchinset al.7 and the efficient formulationH4 shows that
expressions that subtract the singularity obtain consistent
merical results. Whether the specified peak error is 10%,
or 0.1%, the efficient expressionH4 evaluated on a 61 by
101 point grid defined in Fig. 1 is 1.7 times faster thanH3 .
The ratio of normalized computation times changes as
source and grid parameters vary, but the results are m
more consistent for different error values computed with
same source and grid parameters if the singularity is s
tracted as inH3 andH4 .

Relative to the peak errorshmax obtained from near-field
pressure calculations that apply the same number of G
abscissas to the impulse responseH1 at every grid point in
Fig. 1, the peak errors increase forH1 with ns510 sectors
wheneverNmax.20. As shown in a comparison of the pea
errors forH1 computed with one and ten sectors in Figs
and 6, respectively, the peak error obtained withH1 in-
creases by at least a factor of 2 up to a factor of 8 for t
range ofNmax values. As with all of the other results, th
exact ratios are a function of the source and grid parame
The peak error values forH1 in Fig. 6, which are calculated
with ns510 sectors, are larger that those computed with
Archer-Hall et al.6 expressionH2 for values ofNmax.80,
where both peak errors are about 0.03%. In terms of norm
ized computation times,H2 is 3.0, 1.4, and 2.2 times faste
than H1 for specified peak errors of 10%, 1%, and 0.1
respectively, for pressure field calculations evaluated inns

510 sectors. Therefore, even withns510 sectors defined fo
McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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grid sectoring, the impulse response is the slowest of the
single integral expressions for this combination of para
eters. Overall, for near-field calculations performed in sin
or multiple sectors, the fastest and most consistent pe
mance is demonstrated by the efficient methodH4 in Eq. ~8!.

C. Parameters for grid sectoring

Each of the near-field pressure distributions compu
with grid sectoring definesns510 sectors for the grid out
lined in Fig. 1. For this grid, any value ofns between 5 and
15 achieves approximately the same factor of 2 reductio
the computation time demonstrated in a comparison betw
Figs. 5 and 7. With fewer sectors, errors at the sector bou
aries can exceed the peak error in the sector next to
surface of the radiating source, and values ofns.15 reduce
the number of repeated calculations in each sector forH2 ,
H3 , and H4 . Outside of this range of values forns , grid
sectoring achieves some reduction in the normalized com
tation time, but the values 15>ns>5 demonstrate the bes
performance for the computational grid evaluated here.
specific range of values depends on the source and grid
ometry, so grid sectoring is defined for different values ofns

with each new combination of parameters.
The linear mapping function defined in Eq.~12! elimi-

nates large errors that otherwise appear in sectors loc
near the piston normal. Although near-field pressure calc
tions in the axial region require fewer Gauss abscissas
other nearfield locations, Eq.~9! underestimates the numbe
of Gauss abscissas required near the piston normal. Fo
ample, withNmax510 andns510, Eq.~9! correctly employs
10 Gauss abscissas in the sector adjacent to the piston
but Eq. ~9! also applies one Gauss abscissa in the se
adjacent to the piston normal. If one Gauss abscissa is
plied throughout this sector, the resulting errors are m
larger than those obtained in the sector adjacent to the pi
face. To prevent the errors in the axial region from increas
the peak error, the number of Gauss abscissas is comp
with Eq. ~12! instead of Eq.~9!. In this example, Eq.~12!
with S50.3 employs three Gauss abscissas throughout
sector adjacent to the piston face, and additional absci
are specified in subsequent sectors until the maximum v
Nmax510 is reached. The valueS50.3 is used for grid sec
toring with each of the single integral expressions evalua
in Figs. 6–11; however, other values are required for diff
ent grid and source geometries.

D. Near-field Õfar-field transition

The pressure field in Fig. 3 and the error distributions
Figs. 8–11 are evaluated strictly in the near-field regi
however, the single integral expressionsH1 , H2 , H3 , and
H4 are also useful for pressure calculations well beyond
near-field/far-field transition distance. As demonstrated in
text by Kinsleret al.,13 the far-field approximation for a cir
cular piston produces substantial errors at the far-field tr
sition distancea2/l. These errors continue well beyond th
location of the near-field/far-field transition, out to at leas
transition distances. The errors are characterized by disc
jumps in the computed pressure that are clearly evident o
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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linear scale that is normalized to the peak value of the a
pressure. On this scale, these jumps are no longer vis
after six or seven transition distances for most circular pis
geometries. Thus, the far-field approximation is only app
priate for locations that are at least six or seven times
transition distancea2/l. The efficient formulationH4 com-
bined with grid sectoring is also effective well beyond six
seven transition distances, which eliminates the need for
different calculation methods in grids that extend into bo
regions.

E. Large aperture phased arrays

The single integral calculationsH1 , H2 , H3 , and H4

are all substantially faster than any method that superpo
point sources~e.g., Zemanek8! or rectangular radiators~e.g.,
Ocheltree and Frizzell14!. In particular, near-field calcula
tions that combine the efficient formulationH4 with grid
sectoring can reduce the computation time by as much a
order of magnitude or more relative to point source or re
angular radiator calculations. Shorter run times are espec
useful in calculations of three-dimensional fields genera
by large ultrasound phased arrays designed for ther
therapy. For example, pressure fields are repeatedly ca
lated in evaluations of sparse ultrasound phased arrays15–17

designed for noninvasive surgery. Pressure field comp
tions for large sparse arrays are very time-consuming,
the efficient formulationH4 combined with grid sectoring
achieves a significant reduction in the computation time re
tive to these other methods.

An expression similar toH4 is also available for square
or rectangular sources,18 and this expression is likewis
faster than any calculation that uses point sources, recta
lar radiators, or the impulse response. With or without g
sectoring, the efficient formulationH4 derived for a circular
piston is faster than any of these expressions for rectang
sources. Calculations utilizingH4 in repeated pressure fiel
calculations save time by evaluating a single on
dimensional integral instead of a two-dimensional integra
multiple one-dimensional integrals, and becauseH4 reduces
the computation time, this expression is recommended
preliminary designs of sparsely and densely popula
therapy arrays.

VI. CONCLUSION

In a comparison of four analytically equivalent sing
integral expressions that describe the near-field pressure
duced by a circular piston, the efficient formulationH4 in
Eq. ~8! achieves the smallest numerical errors in the shor
time. The efficient formulationH4 , which eliminates redun-
dant calculations and subtracts a singularity, exploits the b
features of the Archer-Hallet al.6 expressionH2 and the
Hutchinset al.7 expressionH3 . The single integral expres
sion H4 is also amenable to grid sectoring, where the co
putational grid is divided into sectors, and the number
Gauss abscissas is adjusted from one sector to the nex
the sector adjacent to the piston face, the pressure is ev
ated with the largest number of Gauss abscissas, and in
sector adjacent to the piston normal, pressure calculat
1953McGough et al.: Efficient grid sectoring for circular pistons
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employ the smallest number of Gauss abscissas. Sector
nitions are improved with a scheme that defines straight li
emanating from the center of the circular piston. Grid sec
ing is also improved with a linear mapping function th
avoids sampling problems in the axial region. Grid sector
applied to the efficient formulationH4 successfully reduce
the computation time by nearly a factor of 2 without increa
ing the peak error value.

Near-field pressure distributions are evaluated on a
by 101 point grid for a circular piston with radiusa55l,
and the results obtained for the single integral express
H1 , H2 , H3 , andH4 are evaluated both in a single sect
and inns510 sectors. If all pressure field values are calc
lated in a single sector that extends up to the piston face
the computational grid avoids all locations wherer'a, the
Archer-Hall et al.6 expressionH2 and the efficient formula-
tion H4 obtain nearly the same errors in approximately
same amount of time. Otherwise, the peak error values
culated withH2 are greater than those obtained withH4 . For
calculations utilizing multiple sectors, the efficient formul
tion H4 also demonstrates superior performance. For
ample, the peak error increases dramatically withns510
sectors for the Archer-Hallet al.6 expressionH2 , and the
singularity inH2 prevents grid sectoring from achieving si
nificant reductions in computation times that are normaliz
with respect to the peak errors. The peak errors obtained
the impulse responseH1 are also amplified inns510 sectors,
though grid sectoring nevertheless reduces the normal
computation time forH1 because the peak errors increase
less than an order of magnitude relative to calculations p
formed in a single sector. The peak errors obtained with
Hutchins et al.7 expressionH3 increase somewhat over
small range of values forNmax in calculations withns510
sectors, and despite this moderate increase in the peak
grid sectoring achieves a consistent reduction in the norm
ized computation time. Likewise, the peak errors evalua
with the efficient formulationH4 are effectively unchanged
in calculations withns510 sectors, so grid sectoring com
bined withH4 consistently reduces the normalized compu
tion time. Results evaluated in a 61 by 101 point grid divid
into ns510 sectors for a piston with radiusa55l show that
pressures are calculated by the efficient formulationH4 in
about the same time asH2 for a peak error value of 10%
whereasH4 is 3.1 times faster than the impulse responseH1

and 1.7 times faster thanH3 . For a peak error value of 1%
the efficient formulationH4 is 2.4, 1.7, and 1.7 times faste
thanH1 , H2 , andH3 , respectively. For a peak error value
0.1%, the efficient formulationH4 is 4.7, 2.1, and 1.7 times
faster thanH1 , H2 , andH3 , respectively. As demonstrate
by these ratios of normalized computation times, the impu
responseH1 is the slowest of these four single integral e
1954 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 2004
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pressions, and the efficient formulationH4 is the fastest. The
ratios of normalized computation times change as the g
and source parameters vary; however,H4 consistently
achieves the best overall performance.
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